advertisement, link status sensing, or neighbour detection Abstract-Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is infrastructure-packets, and does not rely on these functions from any less, self-organizable, multi hop packet switched network. A underlying protocols in the network. This results in extremely number of routing protocols for MANETs have been proposed in low overhead and gives higher scalability. recent years. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol is one of
I. INTRODUCTION RREQ packet looks into its cache to find out whether it has some route to the destination, if so it replies to the sender by A mobile ad hoc network is self-organizable, infrastructure-sending route reply RREP, containing route. If intermediate less multi-hop packet switched network [1] . Every node in ad node does not have route, it rebroadcasts the request after hoc network act as a router and multi-hop routing is used. adding its address into source route (Fig -1) . When query There are a number of applications of mobile ad hoc networks reaches destination node, that node finds out the ordered including battlefields, surveillance, rescue operations etc. sequence of hops in RREQ packet and uses that to give RREP There are a number of routing protocols for use in ad hoc to sender. networks. In this paper we propose a new route maintenance in
The route request process is implemented in expanded ring Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol. We have chosen search manner. Source first sends a non-propagating route DSR because of its simplicity and performance compared with request to its neighbours. If it does not receive route reply, it other routing protocols [5] , [6] .
sends a propagating route request to neighbour asking for DSR (dynamic source routing) is one of the most popular route. Neighbours rebroadcast the request to other nodes. on-demand routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks [2] zero), K replaces the address contained in NID with its own The following section highlights the weakness of existing address and HC with the length of alternate route. Here route route maintenance in the DSR protocol and presents the length is the sum of length from S to K and route length from proposed route maintenance in detail.
K to D. If HC is zero and K has alternate route to D it replaces the address contained in NID with its own address and HC with II. ROUTE MAINTENANCE OPTIMIZATION the length of alternate route. A number of optimizations to the basic DSR protocol have
The above scheme guarantees that a node I has information, been proposed in recent years [2] , [3] . This section presents an which node in between S and I has shortest alternate route to improvement, we have made in the route maintenance D, when node I detects next hop is unreachable. When I detects component of DSR protocol.
link failure, it checks whether the value of HC is nonzero and The DSR has a component for route maintenance. This NID is not equal to S. I sends packet back to the node having component is invoked when a broken communication link is address NID with RERR piggybacked in data packet. It should detected during data transmission. The current version of DSR be noted that if I has shortest alternate route to D, NID will includes an optimization for link failure known as salvaging contain its address as I detects link failure after forwarding [2] . A node I, after detecting next hop in route unreachable packet to the next hop. When node NID receives data packet looks into its cache for alternate route to destination D. If there with RERR, it uses the alternate route (in its cache) to forward is a route to D, I replaces the portion of source route with the this packet and subsequent packets to D. NID propagates route in its cache. Otherwise I discards packet and in either RERR to other nodes by piggybacking RERR with subsequent case sends route error RERR back to source S. Figure -2 shows data packets. However if NID is equal to S and HC is non-zero, this mechanism, where node I, detecting next hop unreachable uses alternate route for packet transmission.
In general, this optimization will work only when R2 intermediate node I has a route to D. Also source node S may have better alternate route to D. It may be possible that a node in between S and I, has better route to D. A further problem may result when I is far from S (it will take significant amount .... of time to receive RERR) and does not have alternate route. In S K I -4 . this case S will start route discovery and subsequent transmission will be blocked and delayed until it gets a route to D.
We can see that as we move closer to the destination D probability of getting alternate route is more. Also it will take RI less time to start route discovery and get reply if route Fig-2 : Packet Salvaging in original DSR, I detects broken link and chooses route R1 for subsequent packet transmission. discovery is started by I itself. Between I and S there may be a node K having a route to D. So instead of sending route error back to S, I may send packet back to K with RERR piggybacked in data packet (it has been assumed that I does not have alternate route to D in its cache). In this way node K R2 will then forward the current and subsequent packets to D with the alternate route it has in cache. This scheme reduces the delay that will occur otherwise. After setting the value of NID and HC, S forwards the packet ue ot 2frpce rnmsin I broadcasts RREQ to all its neighbours asking route for D informs the routing layer of the failure. The node with TTL zero (non-propagating RREQ). If it receives RREP, communication is modeled using constant bit rate (CBR) it checks if it is shorter than the one specified in HC, if so it traffic sources (a total of 20 connections) sending data in 512 uses the route received by the neighbour, otherwise it sends byte packets at a rate of four packets/s. route error RERR back to S. If NID is equal to S and HC is Random Waypoint mobility model is used and nodes are zero (indicates no node in between S and I has alternate route spread in a square region, having dimension of 1000x1000 m to D), I will start route discovery and if it gets a route it uses [10] . In this model each node picks a random location in the that route, otherwise it sends route error back to S. Figure 3 simulated area and proceeds there at a speed chosen uniformly gives an example where proposed mechanism results shorter from zero to 20 m/s. When the node reaches this point, it route at the time of link failure. Clearly this optimization remains stationary for a fix time (known as pause time) after results better route compared with original mechanism (Fig -2) . that picks another location to move to and repeats the cycle.
When more than one alternate route exist the routes which Pause time controls the degree of mobility by making each has minimal links present in original source route shall be node remain stationary for a definite period of time, before it chosen. This reduces the probability of getting the same broken moves to the next position. link in the alternate route. If more than one routes satisfy this
We used 200 ms for deferring time interval. Link cache is criterion, one of them shall be chosen randomly. used in our implementation for route cache and only broken The value contained in NID field specifies IP address of links are deleted on receiving route errors [4] . Network node present in source route header which has shortest interface was put in promiscuous mode. alternate route to the destination. Instead of storing complete B. Simulation Results. IP address (a four byte value), NID field in our implementation B. Simuatio Results.
stores position of the node in source route header relative to
We evaluated the performance of the proposed DSR on the the source node. The position of source node is assumed one. following two metrics.
Only one byte is allocated for NID, therefore per packet .iPacketDeliveryratio: ratio of thepacketsdeliveredtothe overhead reduces to two.~~~~final destination to those generated by the CBR sources. overhead reduces to two.
When salvaging is done by an intermediate node, RERR is 2. Average end-to-end Delay. total delay experienced by not immediately sent back to S. In general most of the each packet including interface queuing delays, route discovery communications are two way, therefore sending RERR is delays, retransmission delays at the MAC, propagation delays deferred (except in the case when NID equals to S, HC is non-and transfer delay. zero and I does not have better route) for a fixed interval of
The above two metrics capture the overall performance of time. During this time period if a packet is received destined the proposed DSR protocol. Figure 4 shows the packet delivery for S, RERR is piggybacked in this packet. We call this time ratio of the proposed protocol compared with the original DSR. interval as deferring time interval. If the deferring time interval Average end-to-end delay is given in Figure 5 . expires with no RERR transmission to S, explicit RERR is sent
The proposed route maintenance significantly increases the backto S.
performance of the DSR protocol compared with original The next section gives performance evaluation and results of protocol. Average end-to-end delay reduction is more when the proposed route maintenance through simulation. degree of mobility is high. changes in DSR protocol header to incorporate NID and HC. We executed the experiments with ns-2.26 network The overhead of the proposed protocol is only 2 bytes per simulator with CMU Monarch wireless extensions [7] . All packet (one byte for NID and one byte for HC).
simulations carried out with 50 nodes and simulated 900 seconds of real time. The radio model for each node is similar IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK to Lucent Technologies WaveLAN product, which is a sharedIn this paper, we have proposed a new route maintenance to media radio with a raw capacity of 2 Mbit/s and a 250m the Dynamic Source Routing protocol for mobile ad hoc nominal communication range [9] . The distributed networks. The proposed solution significantly increases the coordination function (DCF) protocol of the IEEE 802.1 1 for performance of the protocol without significantly increasing wireless LANs is used as the MAC layer [8] . Link or node the protocol overhead. The optimization is suitable for highly failure is detected by the feedback from the MAC layer. In case mobile nodes to reduce end-to-end delay that occurs because of of failing to deliver a packet to the next hop, the MAC layer frequent link breaks. The overhead of the proposed scheme is 
